Main menu tabs do not appear anymore

Description

In Chamilo 1.10.2 (I think) it was still working:

- admin page
- edit portal homepage
- add page ("Add a page (CMS)") at the bottom of the right side of the screen
- check the "Add in menu" and add a description but leave the URL box empty

This should show an additional tab. It doesn't.

Broken in current 1.10.x (and probably 1.11.x)

Associated revisions

Revision f34bae38 - 07/04/2016 00:18 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix menu tabs -refs #8188

Revision 604e9acf - 07/04/2016 00:20 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix menu tabs -refs #8188

Revision 23fdb244 - 07/04/2016 00:22 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix menu tabs -refs #8188

Revision 5d942c3b - 03/06/2016 23:17 - José Loguercio
Fix missing main menu tabs -Refs #8188

Revision 7d0d30c2 - 03/06/2016 23:18 - José Loguercio
Merge pull request #1213 from jloguercio/1.11.x
Fix missing main menu tabs -Refs #8188

History

#1 - 06/04/2016 23:06 - Angel Quiroz
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Angel Quiroz

#2 - 07/04/2016 00:23 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Fixed

#3 - 01/06/2016 19:16 - Yannick Warnier
- File missing-block.png added
Still doesn't work for me in 1.11.chamilo.org.
The additional block with links should appear below the other block on the homepage:

Fixed here: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1213, this PR also fixes home_notices and home_top pages

Checked and approved. Thanks!